1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

Neuromorphic hardware implements the non-Von Neumann brain-inspired computing architecture based on known properties of biological neural networks. This computing architecture features event-based asynchronous processing and fine-grained parallelism of a network of spiking neurons (Indiveri et al., [@B30]; Schemmel et al., [@B58]; Furber et al., [@B18]; Merolla et al., [@B42]; Galluppi et al., [@B20]; Qiao et al., [@B52]; Davies et al., [@B13]; Moradi et al., [@B48]). Neuromorphic hardware not only supports parallel processing; it also enables feedback loops, recurrence, and online adaptation---the key properties of biological brains that lead to flexible and robust behavior. Biological neural systems evolved to solve tasks that are highly relevant to robotics: perception, movement control, action planning, or decision making under uncertainty. Thus, robotics is a promising application domain for neuromorphic hardware (Krichmar and Wagatsuma, [@B37]). Autonomous robots require that computing be performed with low latency and low power consumption, and these are the key characteristics of neuromorphic devices. In this work, we contribute to the emerging field of neuromorphic robotics by presenting a number of design patterns---spiking neural network models---to solve one of the key robotic tasks, state estimation.

To be used efficiently, neuromorphic hardware requires a radical rethinking of the computing paradigm. In neuromorphic hardware, we cannot run functions, create conditional loops, or have if-then-else statements in the same way as in conventional software. To use the brain-inspired computing substrate---neurons and synapses---efficiently, we need to abandon the notion of addition and multiplication as elementary computing operations. Even the mere representation of values as binary bit-strings becomes obsolete in a neuronal computing framework. Instead, neuromorphic systems represent the measured physical variables and perform computation using events (spikes) spreading in a neuronal network, as brains do. Thus, in our work, we aim to develop the neuronal computing elements that are required to solve different tasks, seeking to derive principles and structures that can be reused in different domains. Moreover, we show how an interface can be established between the sensors and motors of a robot and neuromorphic representations.

Neuronal network-based algorithms currently deliver the most impressive results in computer vision and machine learning and are increasingly being deployed in robotics (Chen et al., [@B8]; Mnih et al., [@B47]). Training spiking neuronal networks (SNNs) using methods developed for deep learning (i.e., error backpropagation) is challenging and currently leads to reduced performance compared to conventional, full-precision DNNs (Shrestha and Orchard, [@B62]; Neftci et al., [@B49]). On the other hand, the neuromorphic hardware supports online learning, i.e., the adaptation of synaptic weights after deployment of the system. When designing our SNN models, we do not rely on tabula-rasa data-driven learning. Instead, we leverage the knowledge of neuronal circuits that solve similar tasks in animals, reserving learning only to parts that depend on the environment with which the robot interacts. This learning can happen in a "shallow" network.

Findings in neuroscience have inspired a number of neuronal architectures for addressing the problem of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) (Arleo and Gerstner, [@B3]; Cuperlier et al., [@B11]; Barrera and Weitzenfeld, [@B4]; Weikersdorfer et al., [@B73]; Milford and Schulz, [@B45]; Jauffret et al., [@B31]). SLAM is one of the core problems in mobile robotics (Stachniss et al., [@B65]) but can be generalized to any robotic system that requires state estimation of the robot relative to its environment. In this work, we present a spiking neural network (SNN) implemented on Intel\'s neuromorphic research chip, Loihi, for pose estimation of the robot\'s head. The pose is estimated in the SNN based on the "efferent copy" of the motor commands. The estimate is corrected by a visual cue when the robot sees an object multiple times during exploration of an environment. The initial pose, under which the object was seen the first time, is learned in plastic synapses on chip and is used for the visual reset. Estimating the pose by integrating the motor commands is referred to as dead reckoning in robotics and as path integration in biology.

In robotics, the head-pose estimation amounts to the camera pose estimation problem (e.g., Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer, [@B57]). The camera pose is estimated using on-board sensors to measure an incremental change in pose, e.g., the visual system itself, a built-in inertial measurement unit (IMU), laser range finder, time of flight camera (Engelhard et al., [@B15]) or sonar (Thrun et al., [@B70]). Fusion of information from multiple sensors is performed to provide a more robust estimate of the pose change. Since integration of movement is prone to error accumulation, such systems need frequent recalibration. The global positioning system (GPS) or external cameras, e.g., Vicon system, help to avoid this problem, but in many cases measuring the ground-truth pose directly is not possible, and the problem becomes one of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). The reference relative to which the pose is measured is itself estimated concurrently with the estimate of the pose (Stachniss et al., [@B65]).

Animals can also navigate in large environments by combining a set of "on-board" sensors, i.e., the vestibular and vision system (Burak and Fiete, [@B7]; Seelig and Jayaraman, [@B61]; Green et al., [@B23]; Fisher et al., [@B17]). They combine motion commands and internal sensing in their neuronal systems to provide a motion estimate. Even simple animals, such as insects, show complex navigation behaviors. A brain region called the central complex (CX) appears to be their navigation center (Pfeiffer and Homberg, [@B50]; Turner-Evans and Jayaraman, [@B72]; Heinze, [@B27]). Visual landmarks (Seelig and Jayaraman, [@B60]), rotational optic flow, and non-visual angular velocity cues (Green et al., [@B23]; Turner-Evans et al., [@B71]) were shown to mediate direction coding in CX neurons, suggesting that allothetic and idiothetic cues are continuously integrated to generate a robust representation of body orientation (Honkanen et al., [@B29]). The orientation appears to be encoded in the activity bump of neurons arranged in a ring that corresponds to the 360° of possible directions. These computational principles were uncovered in brains with a size of \<100K neurons and were shown to fit small-scale neuromorphic platforms (Dalgaty et al., [@B12]).

Orientation-selective Head Direction (HD) cells have also been discovered in rodents. Several models propose attractor networks to account for their selective firing behavior (Skaggs et al., [@B63]; Redish et al., [@B53]). Such attractor networks might self-organize to respond best to the observed sensory information (Stringer et al., [@B67]). These models have been mapped onto brain anatomy, explaining which brain regions might be involved in the encoding of angular velocity signals, the current head direction estimate, and the update mechanism (Goodridge and Touretzky, [@B22]). The detailed mapping of the HD neuronal circuits gave rise to a Spiking Neural Network (SNN) model in which persistent activity is realized through cross-inhibition rather than through recurrent excitation, as previously assumed (Song and Wang, [@B64]). The function of the HD network is to act as a neural integrator that is supervised by visual signals (Hahnloser, [@B26]) and supposedly is calibrated through angular velocity signals (Stratton et al., [@B66]). The vestibular information appears to be critical for generating the directional signal, and landmark information is important for updating it (Taube, [@B69]).

Inspired by the biological findings regarding navigation systems of insects and mammals, several computing architectures have been developed to estimate the position under uncertainty and re-calibrate it using familiar landmarks (Skaggs et al., [@B63]; Samu et al., [@B54]; Arena et al., [@B2]; Erdem et al., [@B16]; Seelig and Jayaraman, [@B61]; Heinze et al., [@B28]). An early successful attempt of a bio-inspired SLAM was the RatSLAM model---a biologically inspired SLAM system able to map indoor and outdoor environments (Milford et al., [@B46]). Recently, the original RatSLAM model was extended to function in 3D environments (Yu et al., [@B74]). Loop closure detection was realized based on visual template matching (Gu and Yan, [@B25]), and multi-sensor fusion was shown to provide more accurate odometry and precise cognitive mapping (Zhang et al., [@B75]). Neural networks of grid cells have been shown to perform long-range navigation through path integration in the 2-dimensional plane (Edvardsen, [@B14]), and a model that was established through the Neural Engineering Framework confirms the attractor map implementation of path integration and proposes that the head direction signal can be used to modulate allocentric velocity input (Conklin and Eliasmith, [@B9]).

These computational approaches are complemented by approaches toward neuromorphic SLAM, which realized neuronal models in neuromorphic hardware. In this line of research, the formation of a 1D-map was demonstrated on a neuromorphic chip that could perform Bayesian inference using path integration and visual estimate (Tang et al., [@B68]). A model of the bat navigational system was realized in a neuromorphic VLSI device (Massoud and Horiuchi, [@B41]). This architecture includes a head direction ring attractor network (Massoud and Horiuchi, [@B39]) and online correction through learned landmarks that are identified using sonar sensory signals (Massoud and Horiuchi, [@B40]). Similarly, our previous work on neuromorphic SLAM, implemented on a miniature autonomous vehicle, incorporates a 1D head direction ring, 2D map formation, and a loop closure detection mechanism (Kreiser et al., [@B33],[@B34], [@B35]) based on vision. A neuromorphic system that can generate angular velocity and linear acceleration using IMU signals can be used as input to an HD network and was implemented on a VLSI chip to model the vestibular system (Corradi et al., [@B10]). More recently an SNN model was proposed for performing angular velocity regression on event-based visual data (Gehrig et al., [@B21]) that could potentially be used as input to an HD network when implemented in neuromorphic hardware.

Up until now, current approaches to neuromorphic implementations have been proofs of concept and either have not been deployed in a real-world scenario using a robotic agent or do not address the issue of scaling and performance under disturbances. In this work, we build on previous implementations for orientation estimation and use the biologically inspired head-direction network (Seelig and Jayaraman, [@B61]; Green et al., [@B23]; Fisher et al., [@B17]) to build an SNN model that estimates the pose of the robot\'s head through path integration using feed-forward commands and visual landmark detection. Compared to previous work on neuronal path integration, this work scales up the system to a higher resolution of pose representation, applies it to a 2D system of the robot\'s head, and quantitatively assesses the path integration performance.

We realize this model directly and fully in neuromorphic hardware---Intel\'s research chip, Loihi (Davies et al., [@B13]). We explore the model\'s function with a humanoid robot, the iCub (Metta et al., [@B44]), in the system designed to enable closed-loop experiments, i.e., the network controlling the robot\'s movement. The network tracks the movement in two degrees of freedom of the robot\'s neck. In our experiments, the iCub explores a wall with an object (a dotted pattern) on it by moving its head. Here, we do not use proprioceptive sensors (motor encoders or IMU) to estimate the robot\'s pose in an SNN; we use only the issued motor commands. This is done because we would like to estimate the precision of path integration in an SNN without mixing it with sensor errors in pose measurement. Moreover, sensors directly measuring the state of a joint are often not available in more complex motor systems or are costly (e.g., force sensors of compliant actuators). Such sensors can always be used to improve state estimation, similar to how vision is used in our model.

We use an event-based camera and simple visual preprocessing to estimate the position of an object in the field of view. More sophisticated event-based feature extraction could be used instead (Alzugaray and Chli, [@B1]; Gallego et al., [@B19]), but the visual processing was not our focus. When the object falls in the center of the visual field for the first time, the network stores the current pose of the robot\'s head, estimated in the network. Each time the object is seen in the center again, the stored pose is activated and used to correct the current pose estimate. The stored pose can also be used as long-term memory for object location and can trigger a goal-directed movement toward the memorized object, even if it is not in view.

The paper proceeds with a description of the hardware setup and the hardware and algorithmic interfaces between the robot and the neuromorphic chip. We then explain the SNN model and show results for pose estimation through path integration on-chip and vision-driven object-directed pose learning. We evaluate network performance in terms of the precision of state estimation and discuss how the SNN parameters influence it. Finally, we conclude with a discussion and the positioning of this work in state-of-the-art neuromorphic robotics.

2. Hardware Systems {#s2}
===================

2.1. The iCub Humanoid Robot
----------------------------

Our goal (beyond this paper) is to perform closed-loop experiments between the SNN and iCub. Therefore, we built an online interface between the humanoid robot iCub (Metta et al., [@B44]) and the neuromorphic device Kapoho Bay, which contains Intel\'s neuromorphic research chip, Loihi (Davies et al., [@B13]). An overview of the system is shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. We used YARP (Metta et al., [@B43])---a middleware that allows seamless communication between different software components across the network---for modular processing and transparency between different computers and devices.

![System overview of the integration of the iCub robot and Intel\'s neuromorphic research chip, Loihi, highlighting visual and motor components as well as spiking and non-spiking signals.](fnins-14-00551-g0001){#F1}

The neuromorphic iCub (Bartolozzi et al., [@B5]) has two event-based cameras, specifically, the Asynchronous Time-based Image Sensor (ATIS) (Posch et al., [@B51]), as part of its biologically-inspired vision system. The camera pixels produce asynchronous events as output. Each pixel emits an event when the level of sensed brightness changes by a certain amount. We used an event-driven visual tracking algorithm that produced "spikes" (event addresses) representing the target object position. This output was sent to the SNN on Loihi. Specifically, the visual input network in our model received input whenever the target object was in the field of view (as described in section 3.2).

The iCub\'s motors are controlled by sending velocity commands from a motor control loop. In our experiments, we moved the iCub head within two degrees of freedom, setting velocities for its yaw and pitch joints. We used movements at various speeds between the joint limits of the robot. The motor control module produced the following behaviors used in our experiments: a constant velocity along a single axis and a random-walk motion along both axes.

The iCub has encoders that count motor rotations for the six degrees of freedom of the head and neck. The encoders are usually calibrated by hand by initializing the robot in the 0° positions and measuring the encoder offsets to these positions. These offsets need to be updated whenever there is a mechanical change or after time due to wear. In this work, we did not use the position of the head read by the encoders to control the robot. Instead, we only controlled the motors\' velocities along each axis directly, without sensory feedback on the motor position. Thus, the controller did not rely on the external calibration of the encoders. The head pose was estimated in the spiking head-direction network on the neuromorphic chip (section 4). The encoders were used solely to obtain the ground truth for experimental analysis and therefore provided no input to the algorithm.

The overall experimental system consisted of two laptops and the iCub robot connected to the same local network. We used the iCub middleware YARP (Metta et al., [@B43]) to connect different modules. For clarity, we briefly describe the exact computer configuration used. An iCub-companion laptop was used to run the motor control, which communicated with the iCub\'s on-board PC to move the robot. The motor commands (velocities) were at the same time sent over the network to the Loihi host laptop. The Kapoho Bay Loihi device was directly connected to this laptop by USB. The iCub companion laptop also read the raw camera events and ran the event-driven object detection algorithm. The object location spikes were sent to the Loihi host laptop. The output of the head-direction network was sent from the Loihi host laptop to the iCub companion laptop for visualization and recording; the encoder values were sent from the iCub on-board PC to the same module. During experiments, all signals were recorded except for the direct USB communication with the Loihi and the direct motor control with the iCub (the velocities sent to the Loihi host laptop were recorded instead).

Currently, to get these two cutting-edge, complex technologies to work together, the systems interface also has to be complex. One important contribution we make is to highlight this fact, with the aim of understanding how, in the future, we can develop a fully neuromorphic-integrated robot with fully spiking communications. We believe the system as we present it is still the required first step to doing so.

2.2. The Loihi Neuromorphic Research Chip
-----------------------------------------

Intel Neuromorphic Computing Lab designed the neuromorphic research chip, Loihi, in which spiking neural network models can be simulated in real time efficiently (Davies et al., [@B13]). The chip consists of a mesh of 128 neuromorphic cores and three embedded ×86 processor cores. For this work, we used Kapoho Bay, the USB form factor version, which contains two Loihi chips. The chips are configured using a Python API provided by the Intel Neuromorphic Computing Lab (NxSDK 0.9) that allows us to define the spiking neural network on the level of groups of neurons and synapses. Loihi implements the leaky-integrate-and-fire neuron model as described by Davies et al. ([@B13]) and allows flexible on-chip learning.

2.3. Hardware Interface Between iCub and Loihi Using YARP
---------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} gives an overview of the interfaces between the iCub robot and the Loihi neuromorphic research chip. From the robot, a copy of the movement commands (section 3.1) and the visual information (section 3.2) are sent via YARP to the Loihi host computer. On the latter, a program is running that sends the values of the motor commands and the visual spikes to the embedded process running on the ×86 processor on the Kapoho Bay device. The embedded process sends spikes received from the host to the neural cores and reads the spikes from the previous time step to send them out to the host process.

At the beginning of each trial, the embedded process waits for an initialization input from the host computer to confirm that the robot or data player is sending events. While the experiment is running, the host process is synchronized to the embedded process and the neural cores so that they all advance their algorithmic time steps at the same time. On average, one algorithmic time step takes about 1.6 ms. Most of this time is taken up by the output being sent from the embedded processor to the host computer to monitor the spikes. Section 3.1 discusses the time step duration issues. The output spikes of the head-direction network---from the "goal head direction" layer---are designed to be sent through a YARP port, to eventually control the robot\'s gaze to one of the stored object locations in a closed-loop experiment; however, this is planned for future work.

3. Algorithmic Interfaces Between Robot and Neuromorphic Chip {#s3}
=============================================================

In this section, we describe how we generate input to the SNN on-chip model from motor commands and camera events and how we read out SNN activity.

3.1. Input Spike Generation Based on Velocity Commands
------------------------------------------------------

When the robot moves its head, the velocity commands are sent to both the robot and the host computer of the Loihi chip. On the host computer, a small C++ program receives the velocity commands that are interpreted as the neuron\'s input current *I*~*in*~ (in °/*s*) after being multiplied by the measured timestep duration on Loihi. Four of Loihi\'s integrate-and-fire neurons are dedicated to integrating the velocity input for yaw (left and right) and pitch (up and down) movements. A change in velocity, therefore, leads to an immediate change in input current and, with that, changes the neuron\'s membrane potential *V*(*t*), Equation (1).
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Here, at every timestep, *t*, the current speed command *I*~*in*~ (in °/*s*) is multiplied by the measured duration of the timestep and added to the neuron\'s membrane potential *V*(*t*). Note that timesteps may take a variable amount of time in the system depending on spiking rates and other computational overhead. When *V*(*t*) of the velocity neurons surpasses a threshold value *V*~*thr*~, the neuron emits a spike, and the magnitude of *V*~*thr*~ is subtracted from the membrane potential to reset the neuron. The *firing rate* of the velocity neuron is thus proportional to the velocity command sent by the motor controller of the robot, and the proportionality coefficient can be controlled by the threshold parameter *V*~*thr*~. The emitted spikes then stimulate the shift layer of the SNN model, as explained in section 4.

The value of *V*(*t*) is clipped at a maximum value of *V*(*t*) = 2*V*~*thr*~. Furthermore, we added a refractory period that prevents the input neuron from firing more often than every third timestep, which is the time that the head-direction network needs to fully integrate an input spike in our "every spike matters" setting.

The threshold *V*~*thr*~ of the simulated velocity input neurons determines the quantization step and the path integration rate of the network. For instance, if we set *V*~*thr*~ = 0.5°, the velocity neuron will produce a spike whenever the robot has moved its head by 0.5°. This spike shifts the current estimate of the head angle in the head-direction network\'s activity by one neuron within *n* = 3 time steps, so we need 200 neurons to represent an angle of 100°. Assuming an average timestep duration of 1.6 ms, we can calculate that if we set the threshold to *V*~*thr*~ = 0.5°, the SNN activity can faithfully follow an angular velocity of approximately $\omega = \frac{v_{thr}}{n\Delta t} \approx 100^{◦}\text{s}^{- 1}$. This sets the maximal speed at which the activity can be shifted in our SNN model.

The timestep can be further shortened (and the maximal velocity increased) by optimizing the I/O from the chip. The duration of timesteps fluctuates as SNN simulation unfolds in real time. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the measured timestep duration in our experiments.

![Histogram of the algorithmic time step duration as recorded by YARP in our experiments. The average timestep is 1.6 ms, but in rare cases, time steps can be as long as 40 ms. Note, these values hold for the specific version of the Loihi API used.](fnins-14-00551-g0002){#F2}

Note that all other neurons besides the velocity input neurons receive spikes from connected neurons as input instead of a direct change in current. The input to these neurons is the sum of filtered spikes from connected neurons, leading to a synaptic response current *I*~*in*~(*t*) (Davies et al., [@B13]). By default, after each spike, the membrane potential *V*(*t*) is reset to zero instead of subtracting the threshold. Although this neuron model is often used as an input integrator in computational neuroscience, it might lead to "loss" of input current at large inputs and consequently to an error at the value-to-spikes interface. We thus introduced the "soft-reset" in the input layer to achieve maximum accuracy of pose representation in the network. At timepoints with a reliable visual reset or when other external sensing can be used to correct path integration, this input-integration error can be neglected.

3.2. Spiking Object Detector
----------------------------

The fundamental purpose of the vision system is to give a consistent signal about head pose that is not affected by integration drift. The signal is not explicitly known *a-priori*, i.e., we don\'t know where an object will be, but given any pose, the visual signal will not change over the course of the experiment. However, the relationship between pose and visual signal still needs to be learned during the experiment.

Our eventual goal would be to use an event-driven object detection system (e.g., Liang et al., [@B38]) as an SNN inside the Loihi chip. However, in this paper, we are focusing on the path integration and visual reset in the SNN rather than a complex visual system. One other current integration issue is the data bandwidth to the Kapoho Bay, which limits the amount of visual data that can be sent to the chip. Therefore, for this paper, we used a simplified spiking object detector outside the SNN (in software) based on a visual tracking algorithm to encode the position of a single object in the visual field of view. In our current setup, we consider only a single object in the visual field of view. However, more complex recognition systems can be extended to multiple objects.

The spiking object detector receives the raw events from all pixels of the ATIS neuromorphic camera (Posch et al., [@B51]) and outputs spikes associated with the object position, *O*~*xy*~. The output array of the detection, therefore, has the same dimensions as the sensor itself, 304 × 240 pixels. The starting position of the object of interest $O_{xy}^{0}$ was marked in an initialization phase in which the user sets the correct position of the object. Following initialization, tracking was achieved by setting a region of interest of size *R*~*size*~ around the initialized point. When *N*~*events*~ camera events were received in the region of interest, the mean position of the events was calculated, and the output neuron produced a spike at the position of the object in the visual field, $O_{xy}^{t}$. The new region of interest was defined around the updated mean-firing position, $O_{xy}^{t}$, and the events were again accumulated within the region of interest in order to produce the subsequent spike.

The output of the object detector is event-based: its firing rate depends on the rate of camera events within the region of interest. A single spike is output at the moment in time that the object position moves by 1 pixel. The resolution of the temporal precision of the output is under 1 ms.

The detector\'s output spike is sent to the spike-generator interface on the Loihi host computer and sent to the neuronal cores, to the visual input network. The visual input network receives the detector spikes according to their position in the visual field with a rectangular 2 × 2 pixels receptive field. The central neuron of this array activates the visual reset neuron.

3.3. Reading Out the Head Direction From the Network
----------------------------------------------------

At every timestep, a data package containing the indices of the currently firing neurons ("address event representation") is sent by the Loihi embedded process to the Loihi host computer. Since the total processing time is dominated by sending the output packages to the host computer, we only record the neuronal populations required for the system\'s performance evaluation. In our place-code representation, the spike\'s index ("address") directly corresponds to the represented variable value, e.g., the yaw or pitch.

4. The Head-Direction SNN {#s4}
=========================

4.1. Network Overview
---------------------

The path integration network consists of two identical SNNs for yaw and pitch estimation ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Each of these SNNs, similar to networks used in Kreiser et al. ([@B32],[@B34]), consists of six layers of *N* = 200 neurons each:

-   the current head direction layer (CHD),

-   the shift left layer (SL),

-   the shift right layer (SR),

-   the integrated head direction layer (IHD),

-   the reset head direction layer (RHD), and

-   the goal head direction layer (GHD).

![Overview of the path integration and map learning network: Two identical SNNs with five functional layers each estimate the yaw and pitch of the iCub\'s head pose, integrating the respective motor velocities. When the robot\'s gaze is directed at a visual landmark, the yaw and pitch angles are stored in plastic synapses connecting the Vision and Goal neurons to the Reset Head Direction and Goal Head Direction layers, respectively. Excitatory synapses (red lines) between layers connect neurons in a one-to-one manner. The velocity input neurons are connected to shift layers in a one-to-all manner. Plastic connections (purple lines) are one-to-all, and inhibitory connections (blue lines) are all-to-all-but-one. Only exemplary connections are shown, in order to avoid clutter. See section 4.3 for details.](fnins-14-00551-g0003){#F3}

The input to each of the two networks comes from two velocity populations \[one for clockwise ("right") and one for counter-clockwise ("left") movement\] and several visual-landmark (visual-reset) populations. We can have as many of these populations as there are landmarks or objects known to the robot. As Loihi is a digital, deterministic neuromorphic system that does not require redundancy to cope with mismatch and noise in neuronal dynamics, each of the velocity input and visual landmark populations consists of a single neuron in our implementation.

4.2. Functional Description of the Network
------------------------------------------

In the *Current head direction (CHD) layer* of the yaw and pitch path integration SNNs, the current pose (yaw or pitch, respectively) of the robot\'s head is encoded in the position of the active neuron: each neuron corresponds to a specific value of yaw or pitch. We thus use one-hot encoding. At the start of every trial, the neuron that codes for the initial position (the central neuron) is activated. An active neuron in the CHD layer inhibits all but one neuron in all Shift layers: only neurons with the same index as the active CHD neuron can be activated.

The *Shift layers* are responsible for shifting the position of the active neuron to the left (Shift Left, SL) or the right (Shift Right, SR). An entire shift layer is activated by the respective velocity neuron through a "boosting" one-to-all connectivity pattern. The SL layer is activated by a counter-clockwise movement command and the SR layer by the clockwise movement command. During visual reset, the shift layers are inhibited by the visual landmark population. Both shift layers project their activation to the IHD layer with a one-to-one-shifted connectivity pattern. The IHD layer integrates this "shifted" CHD activation with the visually-driven reset input.

The *Reset head direction (RHD) layer* is active when it receives input from the visual-landmark population, which arrives through plastic connections that are learned when the landmark is seen in the center of the visual field for the first time. The plastic weights store the pose (head direction angle: yaw or pitch) that the robot had when it was looking at the landmark for the first time. When the landmark is revisited, the strong potentiated plastic synapses drive an activity bump in the RHD layer. Weak input from CHD is not sufficient to induce activity in the RHD on its own. If the RHD layer is active, it resets the activity in the IHD layer through a set of strong weights: an active RHD neuron excites the corresponding neuron in the IHD layer and inhibits all other neurons (the "reset" connectivity pattern).

The *Goal head direction (GHD) layer* behaves exactly the same as the RHD layer but is only a readout population with no outgoing connections to the other parts of the network. It is used in a scenario of goal-directed behavior to look at the learned object. It receives the same subthreshold activation from the IHD layer and additionally receives input through plastic synapses from a goal population that is activated by the visual landmark input. As in the RHD layer, the plastic weights leading to the GHD layer act as a memory that associates a specific landmark with a pose.

Finally, *Integrated head direction (IHD) neurons* project in a one-to-one manner to the CHD layer, also with inhibition to all other CHD neurons ("reset" pattern), thus either shifting the activity location if no visual landmark is detected or resetting this activity to an updated location if a visual landmark dictates such an update.

4.3. Connectivity in the Head-Direction SNN
-------------------------------------------

To achieve the described behavior, the layers of the model are connected as shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Note that all weight values in the description below and the parameter tables are given in multiples of the neuron threshold (*V*~*thr*~ = 100 here).

In the CHD layer, every neuron excites itself with a weight of *w*~*CHD*\_*CHD*~ = 1.2 so that the activity of the network is self-sustained. I.e., the current pose is stored until it is set to a different position by the IHD.

The CHD layer is connected to the shift layers with all-to-all-but-one inhibition ("negative preshape" connectivity pattern) so that only the corresponding neuron can be activated by the one-to-all excitatory input from the velocity populations ("boost"). The shift layers have shifted one-to-one synapses to the IHD.

RHD and GHD receive a subthreshold (*w*~*CHD*\_*RHD*~ = *w*~*CHD*\_*GHD*~ = 0.2) one-to-one input from the CHD layer that is used to learn the initial pose of the landmark ("preshape" connectivity pattern).

Plastic one-to-all connections from the visual-landmark population add input to the RHD neurons and drive the neuron with a pre-shaping CHD input above the threshold. The plastic connections between this neuron and the visual landmark neuron are updated then and store the pose of the iCub\'s head that corresponds to having the landmark in the center of the visual field. After learning, plastic connections form a one-to-one connectivity pattern: a single synapse from the visual neuron to the correct RHD neuron is potentiated (high); all other synapses are depressed (low).

A goal neuron is connected via one-to-all plastic synapses to the GHD layer. The goal neuron can be driven externally to remember the pose-landmark association without resetting the current pose estimate through the IHD layer. The goal neuron receives excitatory one-to-one connections from the visual landmark neuron to learn the pose-landmark associations.

The RHD layer has one-to-one excitatory and all-to-all-but-one inhibitory connectivity (the "reset" pattern) to the IHD layer to override input from the shift layers when the visual reset is active. The IHD layer is connected to the CHD layer with all-to-all-but-one inhibition (*w*~*IHD*\_*CHD*\_*inh*~ = −1) to delete the previous state and one-to-one excitation (*w*~*IHD*\_*CHD*\_*exc*~ = 1.24) to "copy" the current state.

The learning rule of the plastic synapses between the visual-landmark neurons and the RHD/GHD layer is specified as follows:
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Here, Δ*w* is the weight update at a given timestep. *x*~0~ ∈ {0, 1} and *y*~0~ ∈ {0, 1} are variables that become 1 if there is a pre- or post-synaptic spike, respectively. *x*~1~ is a variable that stores an eligibility trace of the pre-synaptic neuron activity, and it decays over *n* time steps (*n* = 2 here, since the post-synaptic spike should arrive in the next time step); *w*~max~ = 256 is a maximal weight value at which weights saturate.

According to the learning rule (Equation 2), a synapse potentiates if an RHD neuron (post-synaptic) fires after the visual-landmark neuron (pre-synaptic) fired. The closer in time the visual-landmark neuron fires to the RHD neuron, the higher the pre-synaptic trace *x*~1~, leading to a more significant weight update. Synapses are depressed (decrease) by a constant factor of λ if the post-synaptic (RHD) neuron did not fire but the pre-synaptic neuron (visual) did fire. The weights are initialized to a subthreshold value (*w* = 0.8) so that, together with the input from the CHD, their summed input activates the RHD at the currently estimated pose. This leads to one-shot learning of the pose, while all other synapses that connect to non-active RHD neurons are depressed to 0. Plastic synapses between the goal and GHD neurons are learned in an online fashion throughout the whole experiment: learning was not artificially stopped at any time.

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} lists all neuronal and synaptic weight parameters used in the head-direction SNN and their values.

###### 

Values of synaptic weights between layers in the head-direction SNN on Loihi and parameters of neurons.

  **Parameter**                     **Value**   **Parameter**              **Value**   **Parameter**              **Value**
  --------------------------------- ----------- -------------------------- ----------- -------------------------- -----------
  *w*~*CHD*\_*CHD*~                 1.2         *w*~*CHD*\_*Shift*~        −0.5        *w*~*Velocity*\_*Shift*~   1.0
  *w*~*Shift*\_*IHD*~               1.0         *w*~*IHD*\_*CHD*\_*exc*~   1.2         *w*~*IHD*\_*CHD*\_*inh*~   −1.0
  *w*~*CHD*\_*RHD*~                 0.2         *w*~*RHD*\_*IHD*\_*exc*~   1.0         *w*~*RHD*\_*IHD*\_*inh*~   −0.7
  *w*~*vision*\_*RHD*\_*initial*~   0.8         *V*~*thr*~                 100         τ~*V*~, τ~*i*~             1

*All weights are given as multiples of V~thr~ (i.e., they are multiplied by 100 before being set on the chip). Both time constants of neurons (τ~V~) and synaptic temporal filters (τ~i~) are set to 1 timestep, which means that each neuron\'s membrane potential is reset after every timestep, i.e., neurons do not keep a state. Memory in the network is maintained using the recurrent connectivity*.

5. Experiments and Results {#s5}
==========================

We describe experiments in which the proposed SNN model estimates the head pose of the iCub robot. Three evaluations were performed:

-   We assessed the accuracy of the integration component of the head-direction SNN without visual input.

-   We assessed the improvement of the network with visual learning and reset.

-   We investigated the representation of the object location in the SNN and how it relates to the map creation.

5.1. Experimental Setup and Dataset
-----------------------------------

Data for repeatable experiments were produced using the *neuromorphic iCub* robot (Bartolozzi et al., [@B5]). We evaluated the entire system using online, live experiments connecting the SNN and robot. However, the results presented were produced on recorded data to ensure reproducibility. The datasets are available permanently and can be downloaded here[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}. There are five datasets with random head movements and a simpler one with a squared movement of the head. Each dataset contains ATIS features, visual tracker output, motor commands, and robot encoder values. All datasets start with a calibration phase (0--25 s) where the robot performs independent yaw and pitch movements.

The yaw and pitch motors of the iCub head were controlled to maintain the desired velocity during operation. By using only velocity commands, the head-control module has no information about the position of the joints, and in the main part of the architecture, the only module that estimated the pose was the head-direction SNN. We used the encoder values in auxiliary functions to enforce joint limits (to avoid robot damage) and to center the head between trials, which was required for repeatable experiments. Encoder values were also used as a ground truth against which we compared the activity of the head-direction network. All parameter values used in experiments are listed in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Parameters of iCub movements in the experiments.

  **Parameter**    **Value**   **Parameter**   **Value**
  ---------------- ----------- --------------- -----------
  $j_{min}^{0}$    −20 deg.    $j_{min}^{2}$   −35 deg.
  $j_{max}^{0}$    10 deg.     $j_{max}^{2}$   35 deg.
  $v_{1}^{0}$      7 deg./s    $v_{1}^{2}$     14 deg./s
  $v_{2}^{0}$      14 deg./s   $v_{2}^{2}$     28 deg./s
  $v_{4}^{0}$      28 deg./s   $v_{4}^{2}$     56 deg./s
  *r*~*timeout*~   3 s                         
  *R*~*size*~      50 pix.     *N*~*events*~   1000

The iCub robot performed the following behaviors:

-   **Home:** The head is moved to the center of the workspace, controlling the velocity, such that new trials begin with identical pose.

-   **Nodding:** The robot nods its head upward and downward between the joint limits ($j_{min}^{0}$ and $j_{max}^{0}$). No horizontal motion.

-   **Head-shaking:** The robot shakes its head side-to-side between the joint limits ($j_{min}^{2}$ and $j_{max}^{2}$). No vertical motion.

-   **Random:** The robot chooses random velocities at which to move both vertically and horizontally. The velocity is chosen as a uniform distribution between 0 to *v*^0^ and 0 to *v*^2^ for the vertical and horizontal motion, respectively. If a joint limit is reached, the velocity of the respective joint is reversed. New velocities are chosen after *r*~*timeout*~ seconds.

In addition to direction, we changed the speed of the robot\'s movements: $v_{1}^{0}$ and $v_{1}^{2}$ are the base velocities used, and during experiments, the speed was increased such that *v*~2~ is double and *v*~4~ is four times the base speed, applied to both joints simultaneously (see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

Five datasets were recorded with the robot beginning in the home position and then proceeding with the following strategy: nodding, home, head-shaking, home, random with speed *v*~1~ for \~30 s, random with speed *v*~2~ for \~30 s, random with speed *v*~4~ for \~30 s, and finally, home. The data were recorded from one of the ATIS cameras on the robot after a pre-processing stage to eliminate the saving of uninformative events (a noise filter). The motor-control module output the velocity of the head when the commanded velocity changed; the data were saved along with the iCub head encoder values. All data were timestamped to synchronize during playback correctly and for further processing.

The data were saved and processed offline to enable a repeatable analysis of the visual integration; however, the entire pipeline was also tested with the robot in the control loop. Therefore the system is capable of estimating the robot\'s head pose and memorizing object-directed poses in real time during the robot operation.

The robot was positioned to look at a dot pattern, which was chosen because it produced a strong signal in the visual stream ([Figures 4A,B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The background of the scene was predominantly a blank wall to avoid the interference that would be introduced by a cluttered scene (as visual processing was not the focus of this experiment) but also included desks and windows. The dot-pattern was placed in different positions relative to the robot for each of the five datasets. The position of the dot pattern in the visual array of the ATIS sensor was extracted from the visual stream by visual tracking ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), section 3.2. Both the position of the dot-pattern and the commanded velocities of the robot\'s head motors were sent to the Loihi host process to be converted to spikes compatible with the SNN on the Loihi neural core. The SNN produced the estimate of the iCub\'s head position, which was recorded and compared to the encoder values and path integration in software.

![**(A)** The iCub robot and visual fiducial (dot pattern). **(B)** The visual trajectory of the fiducial over dataset 1. **(C)** An example of the ATIS camera output.](fnins-14-00551-g0004){#F4}

5.2. Integration-Only Pose Estimation
-------------------------------------

The head-direction SNN was initially evaluated on its ability to integrate the velocity commands to estimate the position, without any correction from the visual system. The robot began each trial in the center of the workspace. The head-direction network was initialized with an active neuron in the center of the CHD layer. With the correct input threshold (calculated as described in section 3.1) applied to the integration dynamics of the network, we achieved a close correspondence between the ground-truth pose calculated in software and yaw and pitch angles estimated by the SNN, as can be qualitatively seen in the time course of, e.g., experiment 1 shown in [Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Here, the yaw and pitch angles estimated in the SNN on-chip (blue line) and in software (orange line) overlap perfectly. [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} lists the RMSEs of dataset 5 using different thresholds *V*~*thr*~. We also show the value measured by the motor encoders (green line) for completeness. Trajectories in the 2D joint (yaw-pitch) space for all five datasets are shown in [Figures 5B--F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Note that in the last example, the actual movement, measured by the motor encoders, deviates more strongly from the motor commands, which will be noticeable later in the learned map.

![Results of robotic experiments on path integration in head-direction SNN on chip. **(A)** The estimated yaw and pitch angles over time for dataset 5. A match between the SNN-estimated pose and integrated motor commands can be observed, with small deviations from actual movement as measured by the motor encoder. **(B)** The same trajectory in 2D motor space. **(C--F)** Trajectories for the datasets 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.](fnins-14-00551-g0005){#F5}

###### 

Root mean squared errors (RMSE) in degrees for different thresholds of velocity input neurons, *V*~*thr*~, for the yaw and pitch estimation.

  **RMSE (in ^◦^)**   ***V*~*thr*~ = 2**   ***V*~*thr*~ = 1**   ***V*~*thr*~ = 0.5**   ***V*~*thr*~ = 0.25**
  ------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ---------------------- -----------------------
  Pitch               0.86                 0.95                 0.31                   0.23
  Yaw                 1.54                 2.04                 0.58                   0.58

*RMSEs are calculated based on time-aligned differences in angles estimated from the CHD layer of the SNN and calculated by path integration in software*.

Quantitatively, the RMSE between the estimated pose and pose measured by the encoders was 1.93° and 2.43° for the yaw and pitch angles, respectively, for our 2-min long experiments. Errors compared to the pose measured with motor encoders appear due to the inertia of the robot\'s movements. The encoders capture the actual position of the motors, and the joint motors are affected by inertia and other higher-order dynamics; i.e., the head cannot instantly change velocity. The head-direction network, to the contrary, immediately integrates the changing velocity---the motor commands are integrated precisely.

Further, we compared the estimated pose from the CHD layer to a software-based integration of the command signals performed with precise floating-point computation. To compute errors, we sampled the software pose estimation with a fixed interval of 2 ms and linearly interpolated to the spike times of the SNN-based pose estimation. The error was found to be 0.31 and 0.58° for the pitch and yaw angles, respectively. [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} lists the RMSEs of dataset 5, comparing the SNN estimation with command-based path integration in software for different settings of *V*~*thr*~. A *V*~*thr*~ = 2 corresponds to a network with *N* = 25 neurons in the CHD layer, *V*~*thr*~ = 1: *N* = 50, *V*~*thr*~ = 0.5: *N* = 100, and *V*~*thr*~ = 0.25: *N* = 200.

These encouraging results demonstrate the strong potential of the network as a head-direction estimator.

5.3. Visual Reset of Imprecise Pose Tracking
--------------------------------------------

A correctly parametrized head-direction SNN is able to integrate the motor commands with high accuracy. However, when running for longer periods and with other (external) disturbances, it cannot be guaranteed that the estimate will always remain accurate. To simulate a disturbance within the shorter time frame of our recorded datasets, we artificially introduced a bias into the network. We show that the visual input and the visual reset layer of the network allow the pose estimation to be corrected.

To corrupt the path integration, we multiplied the velocity signal, *I*~*in*~, in Equation (1) by a factor of 1.1 for the clockwise direction. We applied this bias after \~45 s (30,000 time steps) of the experiment. The performance of the resulting biased network can be seen in [Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. Here, the yaw and pitch estimated in the CHD layer of the SNN (blue line) diverge from the software-integrated commands (green line) after the 45-s mark.

![Testing the visual reset. After \~45 s (30,000 time-steps), the clockwise velocity signal is scaled by a factor of 1.1 as a simulated disturbance in the neuronal estimation of head direction. **(A)** Pose estimation without visual reset diverges from the ground truth. **(B)** Pose estimation with visual reset when the object is revisited. The dashed blue lines indicate the presence of the visual stimulus in the center of the visual field. The first blue line (around 36 s) indicates when the object was learned.](fnins-14-00551-g0006){#F6}

The visual reset component of the network allowed the estimated head direction to be corrected. In [Figure 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, the same biased network is used, but the active neuron in the CHD layer is reset when the target object is again seen in the center of the visual field. At the points of visual reset, the pose "jumps" to the pose learned when the robot looked at the object for the first time, thereby correcting the pose estimation. The RMSE, when compared to encoder information (see [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}), is 6.05° in pitch and 11.10° in yaw for the corrupted network without visual reset and 4.47° in pitch and 8.98° in yaw when the detected landmark corrects the network during visual reset. The visual correction could potentially improve overall performance, removing the discrepancy between the motor commands and actual movements. However, our visual preprocessing itself was not precise enough to achieve improvement here.

###### 

Root mean square errors (RMSEs) of pose estimation by the biased head-direction network with and without visual reset.

  **RMSE, ^◦^**   **With visual reset**   **Without visual reset**
  --------------- ----------------------- --------------------------
  Pitch           4.47                    6.05
  Yaw             8.98                    11.10

*RMSEs are calculated between SNN output and motor commands integrated in software*.

The visual reset component of the network is potentially more than just a correction tool. As we have shown previously (Kreiser et al., [@B35],[@B36]), this "loop closure" event can also be used to calibrate the gain of path integration, such that manual parametrization of the velocity input layer becomes unnecessary.

5.4. Representing the Visual Scene in the Network (Map Formation)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Although our simple visual pre-processing did not allow us to use multiple objects in the visual scene, the network can learn poses that correspond to looking at multiple objects. To demonstrate this, we concatenated five datasets with different object positions (two positions were the same). Each target was considered a unique object, and a new pose was learned for each object without forgetting the other ones. To achieve this, we introduced multiple visual landmark neurons. Each landmark neuron was activated by the object detected in the central part of the field of view. Here, we let different landmark neurons be activated in each of the five datasets. This manual neuron selection is a placeholder for the output of a fully-fledged object recognition system (e.g., Liang et al., [@B38]).

The network was successfully able to store multiple different objects with the plasticity mechanism described in section 4.3. We visualize the learned object-directed poses by activating each of five visual landmark neurons and reading out activity in the goal head direction (GHD) layer. The resulting 2D motor poses are shown in **Figure 8B** (colored crosses), compared to the ground truth of the encoder values read out when the robot was centering the target object in its field of view (colored squares).

[Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the time course of the whole experiment with five concatenated datasets. Visual resets occurred throughout the entire 10 min of dataset, periodically correcting the drift that accumulated over time. This demonstrates that visual reset is helpful even if the path integration is precise when the pose is tracked for a long time.

![Five datasets concatenated in time, leading to about 10 min of recorded data. Visual learning and recall are indicated by the dashed vertical lines, with each color indicating a "new" object (object in a different location). Five different poses are stored in the network.](fnins-14-00551-g0007){#F7}

At the end of the experiment, the goal neurons that represent the five different landmarks were activated one by one, and the associated pose was recalled through the activity of neurons in the GHD layer.

[Figure 8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"} shows the five target locations in the camera\'s field of view, extracted from the events of the object tracker during the calibration phase when the robot\'s head is moved up and down and left to right. The location of each object was extracted from the intersection of event-traces during the yaw and pitch movements. [Figure 8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"} shows the respective five positions in the robot\'s motor space: recorded from the encoders at the time when the landmark was in the center of the visual field (squares) and learned by the SNN (crosses). Each marker represents the pose that the robot needs to take to "look" at the respective object, i.e., center an object in its visual field. Note that there is a close match between the estimated pose and the ground truth (measured movement).

![Positions of the objects in our experiments: **(A)** Positions of the objects calculated from ATIS events (in camera pixels when the robot looks straight). **(B)** Learned motor poses in the head-direction network (crosses) and object-directed poses calculated from the encoders (squares). Note that red and blue squares are on top of each other.](fnins-14-00551-g0008){#F8}

The learned landmark-centering poses can be used to direct the robot\'s gaze to the memorized object locations. E.g., the vector-integration to end-point (VITE) neuronal motor-control model generates movement based on the currently estimated pose and the stored goal pose (Grossberg, [@B24]). Alternatively, one can use a saccadic eye-movement-generating neuronal architecture (Bell et al., [@B6]; Sandamirskaya and Storck, [@B55], [@B56]) to initiate the gaze to the memorized pose.

Note that during all of our experiments with recorded data, the data were fed to the SNN on-chip in real time, at a speed at which the real robot would provide the same data. Thus, no re-parametrization of the network was needed to run closed-loop experiments with the robot, and learning can proceed alongside the behavior in real time.

6. Discussion {#s6}
=============

In this work, we applied elements of neuromorphic SLAM---neuronal path integration, visual reset, and map learning---in the new setting of a humanoid robot observing a visual scene. The main results of this work can be summarized as follows:

-   We have shown that even a small population of spiking neurons can perform precise path integration of motor commands to obtain an estimation of the current pose of the robot\'s head. The error, compared to path integration in software, accumulated over 120 s of the experiment, was at the resolution of value representation, \< 1°, for the network with 100 neurons representing 100°.

-   We have shown how error that is accumulated due to imperfections of the robot (motor commands do not perfectly correspond to executed movements) can be corrected with external sensing, i.e., vision.

-   We have demonstrated online learning of the reference pose in a closed behavioral loop, i.e., with the weight adaptation occurring in parallel to the robot\'s movements and path integration. Plastic weights are updated in timesteps, in which the learning conditions are fulfilled: the respective pre- and post-synaptic spikes co-occur in the same timestep. These updates can lead to one-shot learning (as shown here). The network can also be configured to require several co-activations of pre- and post-synaptic neurons for the updated weight to have a noticeable effect after the learning increment. We have shown how multiple objects can be stored in the network by adding one "label" neuron per object and a set of *N* plastic synapses, where *N* is the size of the head direction network layers (*N* = 100 here).

-   We have introduced a number of structural motifs that solve computational tasks involved in path integration and map formation, that is, setting, resetting, and shifting connections and boosting and pre-shaping, as well as input and output interfaces between the non-spiking periphery and the neuromorphic chip.

When presenting the SNN model, we paid particular attention to the computing modules that realize important computational primitives that can be reused as building blocks in other tasks and on other neuromorphic hardware. Thus, we hope to contribute to building-up a neuromorphic "instruction set" that will allow us to design neuronal models, in particular for robotic tasks. Such neuronal models can be built using known biological neural circuits, creating a complementary approach to data-driven learning, which can be too costly in learning time and data-preparation effort for some applications. In comparison to previous work on neuromorphic head direction estimation, we evaluate system performance in a real-world task to estimate the 2D head pose of a humanoid iCub robot, particularly emphasizing the required interfaces between different hardware components. We have shown that disturbances can be mitigated by using information of different sensory modalities, and we evaluated how the path integration error relates to scaling of the network.

The main contributions of this work that we would like to emphasize are:

-   We use "place code" to represent values (e.g., the angles of the head\'s pose): we represent values by the identity of the most active neuron (or localized region) in a neuronal population (layer). In particular, taking advantage of Loihi\'s precise nature, we use "one-hot" and "single-spike" encoding here, making every spike matter in our network.

-   We show an example of combining rate code and place code to represent values in an SNN architecture, and we show how non-spiking sensory input can drive a spiking network.

-   We use recurrent self-excitatory connections to create self-sustained activation in a neuron or neuronal population: an active neuron continues spiking to represent the current estimate of the pose in the SNN, even in the absence of input. This models the working memory of biological neural systems.

-   We propose connectivity patterns between neuronal populations that solve different computational tasks:

    1.  \- *mapping* activity from one population to another one in a one-to-one or shifted manner;

    2.  \- *resetting* activity by inhibiting the currently active neuron(s) and activating another/others;

    3.  \- *boosting* the whole population through one-to-all connections;

    4.  \- providing subthreshold localized input (*preshape*) to create a potentiality for activation, i.e., when boosted, such a preshape can lead to fully-fledged activation.

-   We demonstrate the integration of different modalities: input from one modality (motor command) is *integrated* into the network to produce the pose, and input from another modality (vision) is mapped onto the network through *plastic*---learned---synapses.

-   Finally, we demonstrate one-shot online learning of the object-centering pose and how it can be used to generate object-directed gaze. To use the learned pose, we introduced an additional layer that can read out the learned pose without triggering a reset. Thus, we explicitly distinguish the "remembered" and the "currently perceived" object-centering pose representation, modeling different "directions of fit" from the theory of intentionality (Searle and Willis, [@B59]).

These elements form the basic algorithmic building blocks for pose estimation and SLAM-like systems in neuromorphic technologies. In this work, we realize the SNN to estimate the pose of a robot\'s head within two degrees of freedom (yaw-pitch). The error of the head-direction network compared to the integrated velocity commands in software remains below "one neuron" (i.e., an angle corresponding to *V*~*thr*~ from Equation 1). Plastic synaptic connections between the yaw-pitch motor space and visually-activated object-neurons in our SNN are learned to store the positions of objects autonomously during operation, i.e., showing online learning. These connections can be used to produce goal-directed head-movements toward stored poses, "looking back" at objects. The stored associations are also used to correct the pose, as the path integration process may be subject to drift (as shown in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

This work also highlights the interfaces that we developed between the iCub robot and the Loihi chip. System integration is an important challenge in robotics in general and in neuromorphic robotics in particular. Our solution is still in a prototype stage but already achieves real-time performance (processing loop of \<10 ms). Tighter integration of the hardware system will further improve the system\'s latency. When combined with a more powerful object recognition system, our pose estimation and learning SNN can be used as a component of an interactive scene representation system for robotic and augmented reality applications.
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